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ON-DEMAND FILL SYSTEM
NewAir I.B.® Nano

NewAir I.B.® Nano is a compact inflator desi-
gned for businesses that would benefit from the 
choice of Bubble Wrap IB® on-demand cushio-
ning and on-demand Fill-Air Extreme® air pillow 
and AirWrap solutions. It’s designed at a spa-
ce-saving size and a price that fits within most 
budgets. 

SHIP 
FROM 
ANYWHERE 
AT 
ANYTIME

Technical Specifications

Overall Size 710 x 430 x 230 mm
Power 220/240 VAC 50 Hz 2A, 

Single Phase
Weight 11.3 kg

(without material)
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ON-DEMAND INFLATABLE PROTECTION
and Void-Fill System

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM
On-demand inflatable product protection, 
available when and where it’s needed at the 
push of a button, is helping small businesses 
move away from more traditional pre-inflated 
cushioning materials and air pillows as well as 
loosefill. By combining void-fill and damage 
reduction within the same easy- to-use sys-
tem, NewAir I.B.® Nano saves space, time, 
and money for low-throughput operations.

EASY-TO-USE
The NewAir I.B.® Nano is similar to household 
appliances in its simplicity of use and elec-
trical requirements. An intuitive touch panel 
provides start and stop buttons, along with 
other operational settings. The device plugs 
into an electrical socket, and, once switched 
on, is ready to use with a single touch.
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SPACE SAVER
The system is lightweight and portable. 
Weighing just 11.3 kg, it can fit on to most tab-
letop surfaces and be moved when and whe-
re it’s needed. The system inflates flat rolls of 
inflatable bubble film that require much less 
storage space than pre-inflated packaging 
materials or loosefill.

SHIP-FROM-STORE
No training is needed to set up and run the 
NewAir I.B.® Nano inflator. This makes it a 
good choice for ship-from-store operations 
where retail sales employees often have to 
pack online orders for shipping. The system 
offers a precise and consistent workflow and 
replaces the need to stockpile bulky packa-
ging materials.


